Current Equipment Listing

1 ea. 8 section Emhart 6 1/4” TG 4 1/4” GG I.S. Machines equipped with the following equipment:

PRICE REDUCED

• T 600 Timing System, including main cabinet, all related mold/blank side control panels
• Emhart Mechanical Gob Distributor with scoops
• Constant Cushion Invert and take-out mechanisms
• Emhart Baffle & Blowhead mechanisms
• Mold/Blank Supporting mechanisms
• Neckring mechanisms
• Maul Electronic Conveyor with control cabinet, cables and electronic pushouts
• One complete set of delivery equipment T/G (Scoops, Troughs, & Deflectors
• One complete set of TG variable parts to consist of Baffle arms, Blowhead arms, Neckring arms, Take-out tong arms and tong heads, Mold and Blank Holders complete with Inserts and mounting parts.

1 ea. 8 section Emhart 6 1/4” DG 4 1/4” T.G. I.S. Machine equipped with the following equipment:

PRICE REDUCED

• T 600 Timing System, including main cabinet, all related mold/blank side control panels.
• Emhart Mechanical Gob Distributor with scoops
• Constant Cushion Invert and take-out mechanisms
• Emhart Baffle & Blowhead mechanisms
• Mold/Blank Supporting mechanisms
• Neckring mechanisms
• Maul Electronic Conveyor with control cabinet, cables and electronic pushouts
• One complete set of delivery equipment D/G (Scoops, Troughs, & Deflectors
• One complete set of DG variable parts to consist of Baffle arms, Blowhead arms, Neckring arms, Take-out tong arms / tong heads, Mold and Blank Holders complete with Inserts and mounting parts.

ONE REBUILT MACHINE NEVER IN PRODUCTION

1 ea. 10 section 5” DG I.S. Left Hand Machine equipped with the following equipment:

• T 300 Timing System, including main cabinet, all related mold/blank side control panels.
• Inverter Drive System
• Emhart Mechanical Gob Distributor with scoops
• Constant Cushion Invert and take-out mechanisms
• Emhart Baffle & Blowhead mechanisms
• Mold/Blank Supporting mechanisms
• Neckring mechanisms
• Maul Gen 1 Electronic Conveyor with control cabinet, cables and electronic pushouts
• One complete set of delivery equipment D/G (Scoops, Troughs, & Deflectors
• One complete set of DG variable parts to consist of Baffle arms, Blowhead arms, Neckring arms, Take-out tong arms / tong heads, Mold and Blank Holders complete with Inserts and mounting parts.
1 ea. 8 section Emhart 5 1/2” DG I.S. Hand Machine equipped with the following equipment:
- T 600 Timing System, including main cabinet, all related mold/blank side control panels.
- Inverter Drive System
- Emhart Servo Gob Distributor with scoops
- Constant Cushion Invert
- Take-out mechanisms (shock style)
- Emhart Baffle & Blowhead mechanisms
- Mold/Blank Supporting mechanisms
- Neckring mechanisms
- Emhart Electronic Conveyor with control cabinet, cables
- One complete set of delivery equipment D/G (Scoops, Troughs, & Deflectors)
- One complete set of DG variable parts to consist of Baffle arms, Blowhead arms, Neckring arms, Take-out tong arms / tong heads, Mold and Blank Holders complete with Inserts and mounting parts.

1 ea. 10 section IMTEC 6 1/4” DG I.S. Machine equipped with the following equipment:
- T 600 Timing System, including main cabinet, all related mold/blank side control panels.
- Inverter Drive System (IMTEC multi inverter)
- Emhart Servo Gob Distributor with scoops
- Constant Cushion Invert
- Take-out mechanisms (shock style)
- Emhart Baffle & Blowhead mechanisms
- Mold/Blank Supporting mechanisms
- Neckring mechanisms
- Emhart Electronic Conveyor with control cabinet, cables
- One complete set of delivery equipment D/G (Scoops, Troughs, & Deflectors)
- One complete set of DG variable parts to consist of Baffle arms, Blowhead arms, Neckring arms, Take-out tong arms / tong heads, Mold and Blank Holders complete with Inserts and mounting parts.

4 ea. Emhart Mechanical Gob Distributor 4 3/8” DG
2 T-600 Timing Systems
2 Maul 8 Section Gen I Conveyor
2 Emhart 8 Section 4 1/4” DG I.S. Machines
3 Emhart 6 Section 4 1/4” DG I.S. Machines
4 ea. 503 Feeder Mechanisms complete with, revolving tube, and shear mechanism
2 ea. 503 Feeder Mechanisms less refractories. Includes Feeder Mechanism, Arcurate Shear Mechanism
503-127 Revolving Tube with precision tube height adjustment and motorized control, 503 Deep Spout and
510 Front Casing. Emhart Shear Spray System
1 ea. Powers Bottle Orienter
DELIVERY EQUIPMENT

One set of 1-1/2” Deflectors consisting of the following:
- 23-9351  10 & 1 U/L  4pcs.
- 23-11463 2 & 9 U/L  4pcs.
- 23-9810  8 L  1pcs.
- 23-9833  3 L  1pcs.
- 23-9797  3 & 8 U  2pcs.
- 23-9562  4 & 5 L  2pcs.
- 23-9549  6 & 7 L  2pcs.
- 23-9532  4-5-6-7 U  4pcs.

One set of 1-3/8” Deflectors consisting of the following:
- 23-9350  10 & 1 U/L  4pcs.
- 23-11462 2 & 9 U/L  4pcs.
- 23-9809  8 L  1pcs.
- 23-9832  3 L  1pcs.
- 23-9796  3 & 8 U  2pcs.
- 23-9561  4 & 5 L  2pcs.
- 23-9548  6 & 7 L  2pcs.
- 239531  4-5-6-7 U  4pcs.

Powers Wide Track Stacker LH (new)  1pcs.
Emhart 178 Ware Transfer LH (new)  1pcs.
Used Ball Brothers AP5 Hood  6pcs.
Used Powers Traverse Spray  6pcs.
Used Powers Squeeze Tester  1pcs.
Used Powers Dual Head Gager  9pcs.
Used Powers Check Detector (check tracer)  4pcs.
Used AGR OLT’s  7pcs.
Used Powers Thin Wall Selector  1pcs.
Used Powers SC-4000 w/ spare bottom lense  1pcs.
Used Emhart SC-8000  2pcs.

This is a partial listing. Please call or fax your specific requirements; all equipment can be rebuilt to Emhart Specifications if required. Most equipment can be seen at our warehouse in Pittsburgh, Pa. Warranty: 1 year on mechanical components, 6 months Electronics. Offered by INTER-REP Associates, Inc. Phone: 001-856-863-8395 Fax: 001-856-863-8549 E-Mail: interrepi@AOL.COM